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True Brit: Beatrice, 1940 by Rosemary Zibart
Description: In 1940, Beatrice Sims, a
spoiled twelve-year-old English girl arrives
in Santa Fe to escape the war in London.
Beatrice hates the dusty little town but soon
makes friends and begins to like the small
town. First accused of being “faceta” – stuck
up, Beatrice soon learns to change tires,
ride wild ponies and helps the public health
nurse, Clementine Pope, rescue a sick baby
on an Indian pueblo.

Timing is Everything by Sabra Brown Steinsiek
Description: None of us can tell when a
chance meeting will change or lives. A brief
encounter, quickly forgotten, could in another
time of place become a defining moment that
will change our lives forever. A tale as old
as time and as current as cyberspace; set in
locales from Albuquerque to Italy, Tampa to
Catalina Island; weaving together four lives
through violence, love, and loss; proving that
Timing Is Everything.

ISBN: 9781932926187, $12.95, 212pp
Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Follett
Library Resources

ISBN: 9781932926392, $16.99, 333pp

Subject Category: Young Adult, Historical
Fiction

Subject Category: Romance

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram

Publisher: Kinkajou Press, www.kinkajoupress.com, g.habiger@artemesiapublishing.com
Author email: rzibart@earthlink.net			
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A Life in the Law. A Woman Lawyer’s Life in
Post-World War II Albuquerque, New Mexico by Mary M.
Dunlap & Mary Kay Stein

Publisher: Artemesia Publishing, apbooks.net, g.habiger@artemesiapublishing.com
Author email: writersabra@comcast.net			

How the Crocka Dog Came to Be
by Ross Van Dusen
Description: This is the story of a puppy named
Frank who lived on Bad Alley. When Frank is
abused he turns into Crocka Dog and things
get ugly. Did you know bullies can hurt dogs
too? Elwood, just a boy, shows Frank love and
affection. Crocka Dog changes and shows us all
that just a little kindness can do wonders. This is
the first in the series of Crocka Dog books which
deals with the problems of bullying.

Description: Mary M. Dunlap was a pioneering
woman attorney, judge, and specialist in poverty
law, who first arrived in Albuquerque in 1947.
Her career brought her into daily contact with
crafty New Mexico politicians, justices of the
peace, and an improbable cast of clients, from
nuclear scientists to former Ziegfeld Follies stars,
arsonists, and street people. At the same time she
managed to raise 4 children on a small Corrales farm.

ISBN: 978-1-936744-39-8 $21.95 pb 52pp
Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

ISBN: 978-1-63293-009-5; $19.95; 144pp

Subject Category: Childrens’ Picture Book

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, www.LPDPress.com LPDPress@q.com

Subject Category: Memoir-biography

Author email: rossevandusen@gmail.com

Publisher: Sunstone Press; www.sunstonepress.com
Author’s e-mail: mk@mkstein.com			
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Please share this with others who may be interested in Southwest books or send us their email info and we can send it to
them. If you are interested in any of these books, please contact the publisher, author, or distributor to order copies. This
service is brought to you by the New Mexico Book Co-op on a monthly basis—info@nmbookcoop.com.

What Makes a Rainbow? by Ross Van Dusen
Description: We have all seen a rainbow
but do we know how they happen? Artist
Ross Van Dusen takes a whimsical look at
how a rainbow comes to be. A child looks
at the colors, the rain, and the sky to give
an explanation of why rainbows are in our
world. The art is an amazing collection of
images that children and adults will fall in
love with over and over again. Rainbows will
never be seen the same way again.

Ol’ Jimmy Dollar by Slim Randles
Description: An award-winning author
and syndicated columnist, Randles is
known for his adult books but this kids’
story has been rolling around in his
brain for years. It is about Jimmy and his
dogs’ - Utensil, A-Frame, and Awesome.
Cowboys and Cowgirls will love this simple, cute tale. The book was illustrated by
award-winning artist, Jerry Montoya of
Grants, New Mexico. The book is funny
and has a Glossary of Terms in the back
to help with some of the cowboy words.

ISBN: 978-1-936744-32-9 $19.95 pb
32pp

ISBN: 978-1-936744-40-4 $24.95hb;
52pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor
Subject Category: Childrens’ Picture Book

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram, Baker & Taylor

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, www.LPDPress.com LPDPress@q.com

Subject Category: Children’s Picture Book

Author email: rossevandusen@gmail.com

Publisher: Rio Grande Books, 505-344-9382, LPDPress@q.com
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Author email: homecountry8@gmail.com		

Los Alamos: A Whistleblower’s Diary by Chuck
Montano

Different Drummer: One Man’s Music and Its
Impact on ADD, Anxiety, and Autism by Jeff
Strong

Beginning with his own struggles with ADHD,
Different Drummer chronicles Jeff Strong’s journey as
he navigates ancient drumming practices, conducts
clinical research, and develops the music that
establishes him as a pioneer in the world of auditory
brain stimulation.

Description: This is a shocking account
of foul play, theft and abuse at our
nation’s premier nuclear R&D installation, uncovering a retaliatory culture
where those who question pay with their
careers and, potentially, their lives. It is
a first-of-its-kind exposé, venturing past
LANL’s armed guards and security fences
to chronicle persistent, often successful
efforts to prevent hidden truths from
coming to surface in the wake of headline-grabbing events . . .

ISBN: 978-0692372760 $18.00 298 pages

ISBN: 364pp

Wholesalers/distributors: Baker and Taylor; Ingram
BISAC: Music / Individual Composer & Musician

Subject Category: Narrative Non-fiction, True Crime

Publisher: Strong Institute; www.stronginstitute.com

Publisher name: www.losalamosdiary.com

Description: “Different Drummer is a brave and
open memoir of someone who has followed his passion and intuition and combined those with careful
research to create something truly groundbreaking.”

Author email: jeff@stronginstitute.com			
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Lovito Learns About Generosity
by Ed Cárdenas, LISW
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From Fat to Fabulous: A Diet Guide for Restaurant
Lovers by E.S. Abramson

Description: Lovito is a series of 13
children’s books on building character and
life skills. Lessons are learned through the
adventures of the main character, Lovito.
Books currently available are about love and
telling the truth; and generosity. Stories are
based on dichos (proverbs) and are written in
both Spanish and English. Accompaniment
music CD is available for the entire series
which reinforces the main concept of each
book for $12.00.

Description: PULITZER & NOBEL PRIZE NOMINEE. Eat, drink and be merry on the restaurant
lovers’ diet, the only FUN and ENJOYABLE way
to lose weight. Elaine lost 100 pounds on the
restaurant lovers’ diet, the only diet she ever
succeeded on. She succeeded on it because
it is FUN and ENJOYABLE. Seen on ABC, CBS,
NBC, PBS.
ISBN:13:978-0615680385 $15.95 336pp
Wholesalers/Distributors: Amazon, Kindle,
Barnes & Noble, KOBO, Smashwords, Red
Carpet Press

ISBN: 9780692471487, $12.00, 57-pages
Wholesalers/Distributors: Amazon, Hastings, and local bookstores in Taos, NM

Subject Category: Diet, Self Help, Health, Memoir, Restaurants, Travel
Publisher: Red Carpet Press, www.Red-Carpet-Press.com, Red@Red-CarpetPress.com

Subject Category: Fiction, Children’s
Publisher: Ed Cárdenas, phone: 575-751-7486 email: 13lovito@comcast.net
Author Email: 13lovito@comcast.net			

Author email: losalamosdiary@gmail			
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Author Email: Elaine@ElaineAbramson.com, AAAuthor@aol.com
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Murder on Sagebrush Lane by Patricia
Smith Wood

Reducing Medical Costs (At the cost of
Health) by Reynold J. Conger

Description: As Harrie McKinsey
retrieves her Albuquerque morning
newspaper, she discovers a small,
blood smeared toddler sitting by the
flowerbeds. Harrie’s journey to find
this little girl’s parents pulls her into a
murder investigation, but before the
week is over, there’s a second murder,
an attempted kidnapping, a plot to
steal top-secret data, and an encounter
with a desperate killer, who intends to
make Harrie his final victim.

Description:This novel examines a possible
consequence of government regulated healthcare. Members of a medical family die without
explanation. The family discovers that government
agencies are ordering the murders of patients
who’s care costs too much. Now the patriarchs of
the family know too much. Thugs are after them.
They must hide in the mountains. If they do not
survive winter in the mountains, the information
they know will disappear.
ISBN: 978-1514382271 ($21.00 pb), 9781514382271 ($3.99 eBook) 254 pp.

ISBN: 978-1-938436-16-1 $14.95
256pp

Distribution: Kellan Publishing, Barnes and Noble, Amazon
Subject Category: Medical Thriller

Subject Category: Fiction, Cozy Mystery

Publisher: Kellan Publishing www.kellanpublishing.com publishing@
KellanPublishing.com

Publisher: Aakenbaaken & Kent Aakenbaaken.com akeditor@inbox.com

Author e-mail: CongerNM@msn.com			
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Poet Under A Soldier’s Hat by E.P. Rose

Author email: pwood73@comcast.net			

1

Lovito Learns About Love and Telling the
Truth by Ed Cárdenas, LISW

Description: Caught in two World Wars,
pre-Mutiny skirmishes, and the Great
Sepoy Rebellion, the true saga of lives
not so “pukkha” as might be supposed.
More a poet than a soldier, Hugh, a British
Officer of the Raj, serves with the 3rd
Queen Alexandra’s Own Gurkha Rifles in
the Kyber Pass bordering the Northwest
Frontier Afghanistan. A naked Colonel’s
dictum “conformity kills” guides Hugh’s
adventurous life. Partition frees both India
and Hugh.

Description: Lovito is a series of 13
children’s books on building character and
life skills. Lessons are learned through the
adventures of the main character, Lovito.
Books currently available are about love and
telling the truth; and generosity. Stories are
based on dichos (proverbs) and are written in
both Spanish and English. Accompaniment
music CD is available for the entire series
which reinforces the main concept of each
book for $12.00.

ISBN: 978-0986118807 $24.99 326 pp

ISBN: 9781502382115, $12.00, 36-pages

Wholesalers/distributors: Ingram

Wholesalers/Distributors: Amazon, Hastings, and local bookstores in Taos, NM

Subject Category: Military Memoir,
Historical Biography

Subject Category: Fiction, Children’s

Publisher: Studio on 41 galisteoliz.com galisteoliz@gmail.com

Publisher: Ed Cárdenas, phone: 575-751-7486 email: 13lovito@comcast.net

Author email: galisteoliz@gmail.com			
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The Portal of Light: Kabbalah, Emmanuel
and the Church by Anthony Garcia

Author Email: 13lovito@comcast.net			
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The Big Wheel by Scott Archer Jones
Description: Robko Zlata is scrambling across
America with a call girl–his ex-wife. Robko
has stolen the wrong thing, a device that
guarantees immortality. His wrathful target, a
corrupt billionaire, wants the world’s greatest
technology back. Robko’s new worst enemy
unleashes his fortune in unrelenting pursuit.
Throw in the underground world of drugs and
punk clubs, five-star hotels and cheap motels
and Robko is in for one hell of a crash.

Description: Award-winning book, the
Portal of Light, deciphers a rare cryptic
Passion Play into a spiritual journey of
the hidden Judaic history in the American
Southwest. The secret play riddled with
historic clues to Judaic history and the
use of Ladino and Hebrew words, share
a coded message to a great lineage and
the Kabbalah. This rare written theatrical
script, renders a remnant of the original
crypto Judaic community that has survived
time and adversity.

ISBN: 978-1-940869-33-9 $14.95 266pp

ISBN: $25.00 324pp

Wholesalers/distributors: SYP Publishing,
Barnes and Noble, Amazon

Subject Category: NonFiction

Subject Category: Crime Novel

Publisher: www.ThePortalLight.com

Publisher: Southern Yellow Pine Publishing SYPPublishing.com tgerrell@
syppublishing.com

Author email: Anthony@theportallight.com			
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Author email: scott@scottarcherjones.com			

2

